Think your email archiving problems are solved with Office 365?
Think again…

Putting your email in the cloud has its advantages like not having to pay for
email servers. Office 365 offers relatively inexpensive and easy-to-deploy
cloud-based email archiving, however it has some significant gaps:
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Limited Archiving Support
Office 365 does not archive information from any other email
platforms. With MAX Mail you get fully platform-agnostic archiving.
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No Lock-in Of Your Data
With Office 365 your email data is stuck in the Microsoft Cloud. MAX
Mail provides redundant storage, independent of Microsoft’s platform.
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Index Latency

MAX Mail was designed from
the ground up specifically for
IT solution providers

Office 365 requires up to an hour from upload to availability in search
results. With MAX Mail, indexing for inbound, outbound, and internal

4

mail is near real-time.

Benefits at a Glance

Limited Retention and Disposition Capability

Maximize compliance with data
protection laws

Office 365 retention/disposition capabilities only include options to
retain or delete messages based on the mailbox. MAX Mail provides
much more granular policies, to allow different retention intervals
depending on the message.
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Lack of Protection
By default, Office 365 does not protect items in the archive, so content
can’t be classified as original. In MAX Mail’s archive, all messages are
read-only and tamper proof.
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Continued Costs for Inactive Users
If you wish to preserve messages in Office 365 for inactive users, you
must continue to pay for those users. MAX Mail does not charge for
inactive users (subject to a fair use policy).

Minimize legal risk and be prepared
for e-discovery
Access and search the archive
directly from outlook with the MAX
Mail plugin for Outlook
Support governance and
compliance objectives with easy
message retrieval
Nothing to install or maintain, with
limitless storage capacity
Deploy alongside MAX Mail
Protection, for comprehensive
business email protection and
continuity
For a full list of MAX Mail
benefits visit:
www.maxfocus.com/mail

Connect with us!
Please get in touch if you have any questions about
any of our services.
UK: +44 0 1313 414899
US: +1 855 801 5461
APAC: +61 8 7123 4068
info@LOGICnow.com
@LOGICnow
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